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Theoretical aspects of innovative
agricultural development
Introduction
Currently Russian agriculture is going through the critical time in its
development. While diﬀerent opinions concerning potential prospects are
opposing with each other, actually, upon the World Trade Organization
accession, prevailing the opinion that Russia should develop comparative
advantages, make a part of value add chains, i.e. of the global division of
labour. But there are other arguments that such settlement of the problem
will result in decline in food security, in ecosystem disturbances and, as
a whole, in the long-term will socially and economically unfavorable for
Russia.
At the same time, setting aside the discussions on problems whether food
and any other national markets are open or closed for international players,
one can be sure that a strategic orientation on innovative development, at
all events, is a competitive advantage of agriculture [5, 51].
However, in the course of clariﬁcation opinions how the innovative
development in features of agriculture should be carried out, specialists are
diﬀer in their opinions. A great many of them, as a customary, emphasize
technological tooling and retooling, so called intensive farm management
which are leading to development of labor productivity, land capacity, but,
in fact, to depletion of natural resources. In the last quarter of XX century
the technologies of genetic engineering, which possible long-term eﬀect
is under-studied, spread.
Besides, from the beginning of XXI century a new development in the
innovative paradigm arose. Attention of scientists and policies turned
from scientiﬁc and technical complexes to innovation systems: national
and regional [1, 9, 19]. But if until recently the concept of innovations
usually applied in the context of industrial development, over the last two
decades new versions of models of innovative processes in agriculture and
models of agricultural innovative systems started appearing.
Generated prerequisites and necessity to develop operational concept
of the innovative farming system made the grounds for timeliness of this
research.
4
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The logic reasoning looks like this. Within the context of formation of postindustrial society, new forms of the industrial management, including
agricultural production, are arising. Observed phenomenon of industrial,
agricultural and other types of development create conditions for doubts
about conformity of conventional theories of production factors to new
economic realities. In particular in properties and characteristic features
“the ground” does not any more meet the traditional meaning which, for
example, refers to inelastic supply of this factor.
Changes in the production function format because of changes of a function
and characteristics of the production are result in changes of models and
strategy of industrial and agro-industrial complexes management.
The other aspect of modeling strategies is related to the goal-setting which,
in respect to agriculture, diﬀers noticeably from the traditional monetary
result maximization principle. The thesis worded by V.A.Yeﬁmov, Rector of
the St. Petersburg Agrarian University, that agro-industrial complex (AIC)
is not only a sector of the national economy, but, as well, a tool for support,
development of the country, settlement of population problems, assurance
of territorial integrity of the state , is of particular relevance for Russia.
And in the face of current challenges to Russia both from West and from
East, the idea to take a new national economy performance ratio of
priority is fully justiﬁed and rational: it’s high time to suggest population
concentration (rate of residents on sq/km)1 as a goal post in parallel to
gross domestic product (GDP), living standards of population.
But, if in the agricultural sector eﬃciency of labor is coming to the forefront
and is increasing, it results in decrease in the number of people working
in the sector and, respectively, in the number of rural citizens (according
to statistics, 98% of administrative regions of the Russian Federation are
falling into the category of rural and mostly rural regions).
In the AIC system which formed in Russia the sizable enterprises (for some
reasons which will be discussed later) are taking priority, but if we want to
ensure future prosperity of the powerful country within its current borders,
in our opinion this priority should be passed to small business (SB).
As the international practice shows, SB in the agricultural sector, as a part
of any network, are acting rather eﬃciently, but, in turn, this demands of
1

In the Russian Federation the average population density makes 8,4 head/km2. The average
population density on the Earth makes 42 head/km 2.
5
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networks’ participants to learn new roles and functions and a new capacity
of the institutional environment.
This report covers development of these theses and deﬁnition of the
essentials of the concept of agricultural innovative network.

Non-classical factors of agricultural social
and economic development
While taking the view of agricultural development in Russia, as well as in
any other country of the world, globalization contexts and, respectively,
those factors of economic development which come to the fore under such
conditions, should be taken into consideration. Principally, in the opinion of
the majority of professionals in the sphere of economic development, today
such processes are carrying out on the grounds of innovative paradigm.
This thesis is the prime one in any national strategies and development
programs for near-term, mid-term and long-term prospects.
“Programs 2020” are emphasizing the following challengers of innovative
development [53]:
Acceleration of technological development of international economy and
turn to 6th technological mode;
Higher competitive ability of innovative systems of developed and
developing countries in comparison with economic systems of former
modes;
Climate change, ageing of population, need to health care system
modernization, food security.
When evaluating business situation in the innovative sphere all documents
containing programs of action recognize that under many indicators, such
as development levels of business, science, public services quality and
environment, infrastructure development Russia is behind economically
developed and too many developing countries.
Among challenges of innovative development “the Program 2020”
singles out “Climate change, ageing of population, need to health care
system modernization, food security”. Need of “new technologies in
agriculture” considers to be of the most important aspects for promotion
competitiveness of the country. Weakness of theory ensuring of national
economic policy in agriculture, shortage of eﬃcient methods are obvious
6
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on the mesoeconomics level as well as in macroeconomic consideration.
Article 5, item 5 of the Federal law “About Agricultural Development”
provides “development of science and innovative activity in agro-industrial
complex” [35]; and “The National Program for agricultural development and
regulation of agricultural commodities market, markets of raw materials and
food products for the period 2013-2020” sets a task “to promote innovative
activity and innovative development of agro-industrial complex” [13]. At
the same time in practice these eﬀorts bring about the results which can
be characterized as novelties, “agro-novelties” [3], but not innovations
according to the deﬁnition given by J. Schumpeter2.
According to methods applied by Rosstat (Russian Federal State Statistics
Service), innovation is “an end product of any innovative activity
implemented in the form of any improved product (goods, work, service),
productive process, marketing or organizational method in business,
workplace arrangement, external links” [2].
The international standards in science and technology, which are known as
“Oslo Manual”, approved by the European Union in 1992 and ever-improving,
apply the “Technology- Product-Process” concept for innovations. When
collecting and analysis data OECD/Eurostat recommends to single out the
following “types of innovations” [99]:
• technological (process, product);
• marketing;
• organizational;
• ecological;
• management;
• strategic;
• aesthetic.
As will be shown below, the results obtained in the innovative sphere of
Russian agriculture, currently to a greater extent correspond to the 1st type
of innovations, but for settling strategic challenges of agro-industrial sector
development any strategic, organizational and management innovations
are vital. Further we will try to present our proposals for settling this
problem.
2

J. Schumpeter defined innovation as a new combination of production factors created by
entrepreneurship [66. Pages 169-170].
7
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For to achieve this purpose, ﬁrst of all it should be necessary to analyze
experience of academic studies and practical application of the latest
developments of innovative theory. Much to our regret, the majority of
publications are dedicating to foreign experience, and our analysis we will
begin with it.
According to recent works of Russian and foreign scientists [41, 91], the
above mentioned shortcomings in innovative activity in agriculture,
among other things are conditional on scarcity of economic development
models which are resting upon traditional three-component structure of
production factors: capital, work, ground. The last factor is of particular
signiﬁcance for agriculture. Experience of the modern economic structures
shows facts and events which are breaking the older models and are to
be re-thought. So, if in the societies of pre-industrialized time work in
agriculture prevailed, in industrial society manufactory and factory labour
met more frequently, in the post-industrial society the major part belongs
to service industries.
Recent researches are stressing the importance of interchangeability among
economic agents, social networking eﬀects, survey of their structures and
social interactions. According to this concept, social capital and innovations
are naturally interconnected. Recent researches once again conﬁrmed that
social capital works not only as complimentary, but, at times in a way of,
as substituting element for formal institutes of development; so, the social
capital is of particular important for those countries where formal institutes
are weak and have a low quality.
Innovations present a special mechanism by means of which the social
capital can inﬂuence the development of agro-industrial sector. The
structural social capital can stimulate innovations through extended ﬂood
of information and operating costs reduction. Interaction in networks can
also lead to “joint actions eﬀect” as it promotes a combination of various
ideas or skills, and to “feasibility eﬀect” because of enlarged access to
various resources (including political or ﬁnancial backing).
The cognitive social capital is of potential importance for innovations.
Conﬁdence, as a part of such resource, can increase general tendency to
cooperation and to reduce operating costs (for example, preparation and
conclusion of contracts and cost of consideration, protection of intellectual
property rights and sales cost). Besides, rather high levels of conﬁdence can
8
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simplify for groups of people to maintain risks self-insurance. Availability of
informal insurance tools as key elements of the social capital, is simplifying
for certain farmers acceptance of (potentially risky) innovations. At last, it is
easy to imagine, how general model can aﬀect the decisions on innovation.
Obviously, they will provide further insight into general tendency; will help
to impel people into cooperation and to subordinate own interests to the
public good.
But there are certain standards which can hinder innovations as well.
For example, such standards as “good citizenship” or “subordination of
standard practice” which are supporting conservatism and following
stereotypes; can reduce innovational thinking and convert to making
ready-made solutions. Besides, standards of certain scope of persons
having common interests but these interests are in conﬂict with interests
of wider community, can be harmful for development. Therefore any joint
impact on innovations can be controversial.
Opinions relating relationship between social capital and level of
innovations are developing. In current researches which are basing on vision
of innovations as any transition from “any simple technical equipment” to
any new, as a general principle, type of operating activity arrangement,
the role of the social capital in acceptance of agricultural innovations
for sampled farms is analyzing [41, 79, 90]. The purpose of the research
is to specify the role of the social capital in processes of acceptance of
agricultural innovations for a large sample of farms.
In the previous researches there were attempts “to set the price” of the
social capital, to separate its various measurements [69, 32, 46, 97]. As it
turned out, it is necessary to take into consideration diﬀerences between
structural and cognitive social capital and between interconnecting and
linking social capital. As it appears from the theoretical discussion, not all
aspects of the social capital are contributed to innovations.
The key thesis is that the main goal of the agricultural production system in
any country is not only satisfaction of basic needs of people related to the
foodstuﬀs consumption, but supporting of so-called “safe development”,
generation and reprocessing of living environment of these people.
Respectively, performance criteria of any agricultural enterprise, complex,
region should be social and economic, representing this object in the
complex of interactions with other diﬃcult classes of objects.
9
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According to scientists, traditionally the linear model of creation knowledge
and transfer of technology dominated in visions of agricultural innovations
[87, 101]. The agricultural knowledge has been generated in universities
(agricultural and others), and later, by means of a state, any new knowledge
has been spreading among farmers. This approach worked subject to the
condition that technologies, developed by scientists, have been obtained
due to getting optimum results in current understanding of the agricultural
systems activity.
Even if the models of linear transfer of technologies were very successful as
regards crops improvement and agricultural production [57, 86], criticism
of limited attention to the problems of stability and discrepancy to the
wider range of development goals, reﬂecting multiple functions of farms
and afro-systems in rural regions has also increased [40, 89]. As answer to
these questions, the system perspective became more and more popular.
This approach is concentrating on the structure of innovative system, how
various actors are communicating in its frameworks, and on potential
barriers which can
put a restraint upon its activity.
However in the scientiﬁc publications related to innovations in agriculture
the problem of agency relations failed to be developed up till now, i.e. the
problem of assessment the contribution of certain decisions and actions on
macro level is still hidden, and scientists are calling to pay more attention
to role functions of participants of interactions on micro level [87, 88]. It is
necessary to investigate various roles and functions which actors should
perform as they are maintaining business ties in innovations network,
which is aiming not only change agricultural methods but changes the
institutional context where these methods are applied.
The Transition Theory is dealing with the problems relating diﬀusion of local
innovations beyond any local frameworks and actors, which are directly
involved in their development, and the problems relating to wider systemic
inﬂuences on the higher levels. In this theory the concept of multilevel
perspective -MLP has been introduced; in this concept the systemic
innovations are considered as a result of interactions of embedded systems
acting on three diﬀerent levels: 1) on micro level of marketplaces which
is changing rather quickly; 2) stabilizing mechanisms of mesolevels; 3) on
slowly changing macro level of “socio-technical background” [90. P. 118].
The multilevel perspective turned to be a popular concept applied for
10
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explanation the development and growth mechanism of appearing
technology through interaction between actors within the marketplace
and within the limits of socio-technical mode. However MLP is not
absolutely indisputable. Very often it explains breakthrough of new
technology by one or several shocks at “the background” level which force
the existing mode to open and oﬀer a chance at the niche level. Under
these circumstances the major social changes tales place at the level of
socio-technical background which has no direct inﬂuence on activity of
certain actors.
The concept of network turned to be a rather new addition to the tools
for research the agricultural innovative systems while the network of
related actors remains in still an important parameter, it is of descriptive
nature. Up till now the concept of network of agriculture extensively used
in research as function of the position any farmer takes within any social
network. These researches are simulating the technology transfer by
analogy with spread of catching disease: the more people in the farmer’s
network use any new technology, the more reasons for the said farmer to
be “infected” and to accept a new practice. One of inconveniences typical
for these models is that they are depreciating any political measurement
of technological development.
Actually, it is obvious that introduction of any new methods and new
technologies will threaten to status quo and, as a result, it’s often meets
with opposition of institutes. No new knowledge and methods can be
created in vacuum, but they depend also on the actors involved in their
development [11, 74]. Because of political processes types of innovations
and innovative processes can noticeable vary with time and in each
region.
The economic situation necessitates the advancing development of the
following directions of scientiﬁc researches and technological development
in Russia: “pure” energy, genomic medicine, new technologies in agriculture,
etc. [12, 53], however in Russia there are no any signiﬁcant groundwork on
many of these directions.
According to many specialists the key problems of the Russian Strategy of
innovative development are:
• re-creation and development of human potential in science, education,
technologies and innovations;
11
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• immediate, multiple increase of innovative activity of business and
dynamics generation of new innovative structures;
• support of the state in formation of favorable “innovative climate”,
including creation of conditions and motivations for innovative activity,
and favorable conditions for application innovations in all types of
activity;
• formation of coherent, sustainably developing sector of research and
advanced development;
• increase of transparency of national innovative system and economy,
integration of Russia into systems of international cooperation and
division of labor, i.e. in the systems of chains of added cost production
[36].
In relevant interpretation the same tasks are projected on the situation
in the Russian agriculture. As well as in the course of macroeconomic
consideration, on the mesoeconomy level any shortcomings of theoretical
supporting of the state economic policy in agriculture, lack of eﬀective
methods are obvious.
The matter is that the followers of three-component structure of
production factors and any relevant models, even if with any subsequent
improvements, for example, inclusions in the classical set any information,
technology, business, can generate their assumptions and conclusions
only within the liberal doctrine.
In this regard let us recall that already in Traité d’économie politique which
J.-B. Say wrote in the form of “confabulations”, the author, considering
possibility of intervention of any governor in certain spheres of economic
life, speciﬁed the cases when such intervention can be useful and the cases
when it cannot be reasoned. According to Say, the adverse eﬀects of the
governmental actions in economics is that “they are directing eﬀorts of
industry to productions not corresponding the needs of people and not
proﬁtable for producers” [54].
According to Say, any governmental intervention in economy can be
justiﬁed only under the circumstances when the government, protecting
interests of consumers, takes measures for improvement quality of the
goods (for example, pharmaceutical) as it is diﬃcult for the consumer to
make sense of their quality.
Ideas of the French classic and any of his contemporaries- followers (B.-P.
12
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Dunoyer, F.Bastiat, etc.) provided the basis for the French Economic School,
and the concept of factors of production turned to be formalized to the
fullest extent.
In recent researches of organizational structure new approaches are
shown, among other things, in the aspect of social responsibility [77, 82].
The concept of social responsibility of commercial companies is gradually
implementing in scientiﬁc and practice, though for Russia this subject is
rather new. At the same time in many developed countries this concept
has got both theoretical and practical meaning.
In this regard it is necessary to take into consideration some theoretical
reasons concerning such categories, as institutes, social capital and human
capital assets.
Institutes have both positive and negative eﬀects which are showing up
in various situations. They can be exclusive or intended for a wide society,
repressive or releasing. As its best they provide the historically developed
system of deterrents and oppositions which are deﬁning the structure
of civil society, limiting corruption, equalizing rights of players on the
economy platform, generating possibilities for development.
Researches of institutes appeared in sociology and anthropology as of E.
Durkheim. D. North, the Nobel Prize winner was the ﬁrst economist who
put institutes into scientiﬁc use of economic theories; he understood
that markets are not “natural phenomena”, but a complex of such
coordinated rules, as rules of monetary circulation and transactional
expenses. Respectively, he deﬁned institutes as rules of game which
reduce uncertainty in human interactions. According to O. Williamson,
institutes are addressing to the group of deep-rooted standards and
values, constitutions, legal framework and principles of regulation, policy,
management and agreements reached in the course of negotiations,
which are “institutionalizing” in various structures, networks, chains of
creation of value and etc., and which are controlling individual behavior.
It should not deny a role of any certain agency, but puts in the forefront
“social2 in inﬂuence on the person.
As crises are spreading (banking and ﬁnancial) it becomes clear that
economy is short of institutes which are able to manage consequences
of freed capitalism. The institutional approach assumes that institutes
should render assistance to communities on diﬀerent levels to act
13
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eﬃciently and eﬀective. But various authors are warning against this
implicit assumption.
So, some experts declare that many institutional contexts actually are
mixture of various pluralistic formal and informal institutes which are in
opposition and promoting interest of various groups of economic agents
and those who are defending the power the strong [80].
M. Grindle gives arguments against the approaches idealizing the role
of the state and establishing universal standards for to “understand”
organization of institutes (one rate for all) [84]. Instead of this she
notices that those scientists who are working in the ﬁeld of the theory
of development, and practice increasingly covering the general subject
of search of relevant answers for these problems in a certain context.
In this new thinking, ﬁrst of all, the context is analyzing, and standard
restrictions are constantly developing, and, as experts with increasing
frequency recognize, not description of ﬁnal conditions is important but
understanding of the development process. This outlook is stressing
the importance to know the context through “contextually sensitive”
analytics, the fact that informal institutes are as important as formal one,
and importance of policy which is functioning as “a wrench” in works on
creation the design of innovative economy.
The speciﬁc question for any manager of innovative structure in
agriculture is whether it is possible to change often unfriendly institutional
conditions which are restricting innovative development of farms. As no
institutes can be transferred as technologies, they should appear from
any historical context.
Agricultural innovations are considering as an important factor of economic
growth and development. However foreign observers notice that they
are slowly spreading both among small farmers and in rather large-scale
enterprises. Currently, as a general principle, the programs promoting
acceptance of new technologies are failed, regardless of the fact that locally
they may be rather successful. While many aspects of innovations failed to
be properly understood, there are experts who assert that the important
reason of limited impact of traditional research and economic development
is simpliﬁed, but nevertheless dominating vision of innovative processes.
Recent works are stressing relativeness among economic agents, eﬀects
of social networks, studying of their structures and social interactions (for
14
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example, [41, 58, 76, 98]). According to this concept, the social capital and
innovations are naturally linked.
The modern economic theory identiﬁes the social capital as a factor
promoting growth and development. Positive eﬀects of growth can be
carried out by means of various channels, including reduction of operational
expenses (in particular, it reduces necessity to draw up multipage contracts
which would take into consideration all unexpected circumstances), free
ﬂow of information and growth of conﬁdence (granting to communities
possibilities to overcome any social problems). Experts assume that the
social capital is a substitution of formal institutes of development, so,
the social capital is of prime importance for the countries where formal
institutes are weak and of law quality [77, 82].
The social capital is the sociological concept applying by sociologists
with increasing frequency (founders of the theory: P. Bourdieu, 1986; J.
Coleman, 1988; R. Putnam, 1993). While the exact deﬁnition of the social
capital is a subject of debates, many analysts are considering this category
as a special feature of local agricultural communities and are describing it
in the context of conﬁdence and institutional standards. Such approach
makes it possible formally describe any collective action.
There are elements of such approach in papers of F. Fukuyama who
considered conﬁdence to be the key concept for the category of
social capital. Within the frameworks of such approach conﬁdence is
“expectation”. And this expectation arises within a certain group, in the
course of any joint working basing, as a rule, on any general ideas, standards
approved by other members of the group. Social standards have inﬂuence
on preferences of people and set restrictions, the lower operational
costs, simplifying exchange of information and allow the communities
to settle any social problems and problems of coordination of economic
interactions. This measurement of the social capital is usually mentioned
as “the cognitive social capital”.
But the category of social capital covers the area excessing simply
institutional agreements. Some analysts are stressing the role of formal and
informal networks – the measurement which is usually called as “structural
social capital”.
There are two forms of such structural social capital: interconnecting
and linking social capital. The interconnecting capital shows the level of
15
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horizontal links among people with similar qualities, for example, quality of
relations in the group of countrymen. On the contrary, the linking capital is
addressing to communications by means and through groups. Often such
communications are vertical, for example, relations among government,
its oﬃcials and farmers.
In Russia the importance of this category is admitting as well, but implicitly,
on managerial level. So, the departmental special-purpose program “On
development of agricultural cooperation for 2014-2016” includes in factors
hindering development of cooperation of farm operators: “lack of bank
credits availability”; “lack of qualiﬁed personnel and mechanism for their
search, training and allocation”; “poor awareness of country people about
advantages of cooperation”; «low level of legal culture in the country”;
“high level of mistrust of population to any founded structures” [10]. As
we can see, these data are taking into consideration as a part of social
capital. It is necessary to address to international experience for to fasten
the methodical component of the state policy in agro-industrial complex.
How the social capital can be measured? The structural social capital usually
is deﬁned quantitatively through supervision the activity of networks
making a part of a group of people or organization. The cognitive social
capital has been analyzed in the works organized, among other things,
under the global research of world values (World Value Survey). In certain
cases the social capital has been measured in ﬁeld experiments, this
format is applying for to measure conﬁdence (for example, trust games),
altruism (dictator games), ability to coordinate cooperation, to manage, to
supervise any free-rider (voluntary contribution games).
Analytical results and experimental data can be used as data for certain
measurements of the social capital. Alternatively such data can be used as
input variables in statistical studies aimed for disclosure of major factors of
the social capital.
For example, as those six measures of the social capital based on analysis
of the factor executed on 20 separate indicators are used. These six factors
cover general conﬁdence and networks, institutional trust, standards of
assistance and decency, standards of active social participation, standards
of accuracy and civil participation.
Besides deﬁnition the quantity of the social capital analytics should try to
connect it with economic behavior or results.
16
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With a certain share of convention it is possible to assume that taking into
consideration special features of agricultural organization, ﬁrst of all any
managerial, ecological, and then any other types of innovations for their
development should be based on suﬃcient volume of the resources which
is called a social capital. And today this resource is in urgent need for the
Russian agriculture as just it through innovations can provide steady and
safety development of agro-industrial sector.

Development purposes of agricultural
and industrial enterprise:
similarity and diﬀerences
The enterprise management system is deﬁned by its type. The purposes
of a large agricultural enterprise, on the one hand, and, for example, of
a family farm, on another, may diﬀer, and it will determine the particular
production characteristics in every case. For a variety of causes speciﬁed
in monographs behavior of an agricultural enterprise in comparison with
industrial one appears to be more traditional than rational one.
The modern economy, nevertheless, makes new demands to a targetsetting and, respectively, to the control systems. In turn, change of
principles of such systems makes call for transformations.
But, as the centuries-old history of transformations in agriculture may show,
it is connected with many problems among which the following ones may
be primarily speciﬁed: social and economic diﬀerentiation; aggravation
of contradictions between requirements of eﬃciency growth applicable
to the activity of agrarian and industrial enterprises and need for balance
with safety of development and preservation of environmental conditions
[4, 8, 15, 56].
The agricultural enterprises of the developed countries make attempts
under the conditions of globalization to use more modern management
methods, such as the specialized quality management system (Total
Quality Management), often coming into use in the global food chains,
controlling and some other ones [6, 28, 77]. However it is connected in
many cases with substantial changes, including those in ﬂow processes,
in the systems of interactions with external partners and in coordination
inside the agricultural organizations.
17
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Within the meaning of modern theoretical concepts, such transformations
can be called as innovations, by classifying them, for example, as a type
of organizational innovations. Changes and innovative development of
management systems do obviously demand considerable investments
into the human capital, into creation of so-called innovative abilities.
Coming back to the base thesis of this work, we will note importance
of creation and reproduction of habitat of the people employed in
agricultural production. Need for implementing the quality changes into
agriculture of Russia at the end of the XXth century was explained by
need for reformation of economy, and special aspects of the period – by
transition to a post-industrial society. Transformations made have resulted
in an aggravation of problems of social and economic diﬀerentiation of
the agricultural enterprises; in an aggravation of contradictions between
the requirement of eﬃciency growth applicable to the activity of agrarian
sector and need for preservation of environmental balance and conditions
for safe development of territories.
According to oﬃcial ﬁgures, the scale of output of agricultural products fell
by one half in 2010 in comparison with an indicator for 1990.
Good sign is that in the period from 2000 to 2008 the scale of output of
agricultural products grew threefold expressed in monetary terms. The
production index of the Russian agriculture made as a whole about 84% in
2008 compared with the level of 1990. However the independent evaluation
of changes in the livestock of cattle, production of potatoes, vegetables
and meat gives rise to doubts in reliability of oﬃcial calculations.
Indicator values of wheat yield and also those of grain and leguminous
crops in Russia turn out to be unsatisfactory ones in comparison with
indicator values of other countries. Here, obviously, one can see a backlog
in application of intensive land use factors (fertilizers, progressive methods),
and also a lag in ﬁnancing granted for research and development.
Let’s note that the problem of a choice of development strategy for
the Russian agriculture took a special place among “transition period”
problems. More than a decade of reforming eﬀorts gave a chance to test
practically all known organizational and production management models
in the country; however the optimum choice is still far from ﬁnal deﬁnition,
even in spite of the fact that the ﬁnal membership in WTO became essential
argument in favor of a liberal model.
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Development of a complex scenario for development of an agricultural
enterprise is a diﬃcult task already because many issues of the institutional
organization of the outer environment of the enterprise are still far from
their decision. So issues connected with the relations of a property and the
market for land still represent for Russia a diﬃcult problem, both social and
economic, environmental and even a civilizational one.
The modiﬁed system of land use and the land tenure, providing the
adequate productions organization, standards of environmental
management which could prevent pollution and degradation of lands
should take precedence of the solution of this problem irrespective of the
fact within what economic ways the economic activity is conducted.
A special value in an institutional context is gained, for example, by the
speciﬁcity of assets causing dependence of agricultural production
productivity from strategy implemented in this branch by the state and
large economic agents [57, 61]. It is impossible to do under these conditions
in design of activity of an agricultural enterprise and strategic management
without use of a scenario approach within which frame institutional factors
of innovative development are to be investigated.
It is possible to conclude from this, in particular, that predetermination of
development of farms is a rather diﬃcult and long process. Meanwhile it
is diﬃcult to predict its development and to deﬁne a social niche this way
will take up.
It also should be noted that development of small business patterns in the
Russian areas and regions goes non-uniformly caused both by natural and
institutional conditions.
In the coming years under condition of preservation of the actual vector of
a state policy collective forms of business patterns (joint-stock, cooperative,
state, etc. ones) will prevail in the country.
In the works dealing with the study of agricultural production both in
imperial and in Soviet Russia it was shown, that the former socialist one,
and the present experience of development of agro-production testiﬁes
that progressive development is driven by the strong farms and with
support of medium-sized ones [20, 30, 46, 48, 49, 57].
However the strategy for spatially oriented extensive development
of agriculture in Russia, most likely does not meet the present-dayrequirements to the right degree. The implementation of new strategy
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should be accompanied by transition to a complex, diversiﬁed, socially
focused and not just to agricultural development of rural areas. Local
communities in rural areas should be anew organized; they should learn to
create new values of their life.

Conclusion
The review of native and foreign scientiﬁc papers allowed revealing two
main approaches to solution to the problem of small farming enterprises
eﬃciency improvement:
1) Relatively successful one: eﬀorts concentration on export grain crops
production;
2) Another one, not always eﬀective approach: concentration on food
production by means of advance of new technologies.
Thus it turns out to be that earlier approved (during the food problem
settlement in Asia in the 1950s) linear technologies transfer models
are showing today a lack of eﬀect. As a result of the studies carried out
in Africa in accordance with the program “Convergences of Sciences:
Strengthening of Innovative Systems (CoS-SIS)”, the reasons for failures of
innovative projects implementation in agriculture were mapped and the
ways of solving the problems of eﬃciency improvement of small forms of
agro-industrial systems have been found.
Following the results of the work done a new understanding of the
social capital functions in a context of rural innovations has been
gained. It enables to draw a conclusion that innovations do represent a
special arrangement by which the social capital can inﬂuence the agroindustrial sector’s development. The structured social capital can stimulate
innovations through expansion of information ﬂows and operational
expenses reduction. Networks interaction can also results in the “joint
actions eﬀect” as it promotes various ideas or skills to be combined and also
in the “feasibility eﬀect” because of enlarged access to various resources
(political or ﬁnancial support including).
More obvious is the role of the social capital in adoption of agricultural
technologies and methods coming into existence at a certain stage of
process of technological innovations. Thus, a connection between various
forms of the social capital and parameters of the processes of creation of
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a certain type of knowledge (the knowledge embodied in production
methods, in the innovative resources selection options at innovative
process inputs) has been established. A factor of use of such knowledge
is quite often mixed up with a set of other factors such as eﬃciency of
the markets of resources at the input and other arrangements resources
providing, price incentives in the ﬁnished goods markets etc.
According to the study data the levels of innovative development are
“falling into line” with the levels of the social capital. A direct connection
of the social capital with adoption of agricultural innovations is shown in
the work. It suggests a way for “price deﬁnitions” for the social capital by
distinction of three dimensions: informative social capital and two forms of
the structured social capital (connection and communications).
These results are of importance for conducting the policy, too. First of all,
the structural and cognitive social capital exerts a positive inﬂuence on
agriculture development by promoting adoption of innovations. Assistance
being duly rendered in time (for example, through the innovative projects)
promotes innovations and development. But a certain type of the social
capital, such as patterns of communications, can make diﬃculties to the
adoption of innovations.
In connection with the above matter another one innovation becomes
obviously essential: the eﬀectiveness evaluation system for the innovative
projects to be implemented in the rural area should be amended. The
proﬁt should no longer be the decisive criterion. Alternatively a number
of people pro hectare rate (pro one sq.km rate) can be proposed. Then
production potential rates, quality of life rates should follow.
Building up the basic provisions of a “rural innovative system” concept
which, allegedly, will diﬀer on many parameters from a national innovative
system (NIS) in its current representation is apparently deﬁned as a problem
of a follow-up study. “The rural innovative system” should become in the
long term a NIS subsystem along with the “industrial innovative system”.
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